COMPUTER SERVICES CENTRE
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY DELHI

Date: 31.10.2011

Notice Inviting Quotation

Quotation are invited for renewal of the MATLAB (Proprietary item) license No. 167856 for year (31-12-2012) and add-on toolboxes as given below in specifications.

Please submit your quotations for the above in sealed envelop addressed to Head, computer Services Centre, I.I.T. Delhi. The same should reach latest by 17th November, 2011

Minimum technical specifications desired for the purchase of MATLAB software are as follows:

1. Renewal of the MATLAB license No.167856 and add-on toolboxes for five license (05) of Mapping Toolbox, ten license (10) of Curve Fitting Toolbox, fifteen license (15) of Image Toolbox and ten license (10) of Fuzzy Toolbox, and five license (05) of Communication Toolbox for window, Linux and Mac as client and redundant servers (Linux) as license Server

TERMS & CONDITIONS

- The quotation should be supplemented with the certificate of proprietary product and sole authorized distributed, if applicable.
- Applicable taxes should be explicitly mentioned.
- Institute reserves the right to reject any quotations without assigning any reason thereof.
- Payments to be made on receipt of software in sound conditions and after installation and satisfactory services.

Details about different toolboxes and number of license for each toolboxes under license No. 167856 may be obtained from CSC office, IITD Delhi.

(Prof. B.S. Panwar)

Chairman, Purchase Committee (MATLAB SOFTWARE)
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